Since for a symmetrical hull I*(y) = 0, Equation [1 ] reduces in this case to
The intennediate function c/'Vy) is given in this case by J*(y)=-2E UmypM'Ay (1-p)} +cosypM 1 {y(l-p)j>l [5] as can be seen by substituting the form of the waterline equation 77 in Equation [3] .
Here En = In dimensionless coefficients these become [7] where Z, is the surface elevation due to non-wave portion of disturbance caused by motion of the form,* and Z is the surface elevation due to wave system. Table 1 .
The values of Q,(u) = / Q n (t) dt were obtained from these by integration; see Table   1 Q u 2.
The P-functions are not defined for negative values of t. P(-\t\) = was used. Thus, it can be seen from Equation [6] 
(-t)= -QAt)
Thus all the terms of Equation [7] are defined for all values of £, .
The evaluation of Equations [6] and [7] give the wave profiles in terms of dimension- Figure 6 , however, the components are plotted in dimensionless form.
The comparison was made as outlined above for five different speeds. At the lower speeds (4.5 and 5 knots) the agreement between the observed and calculated profiles is good; for higher speeds the agreement of the crests is good but the troughs of the calculated profiles are deeper than those observed ( Figure 7 ). This is at least partly accounted for by the assumption of infinite draft made throughout the calculation. The influence of a finite draft will be more marked at higher speeds. This will be evident from a consideration of the Figure 2 ) are very satisfactory. In particular, prediction of the "third" hump* was possible in the resistance curve of Figure 3 The studies of the method of formation of wave systems described in this report explain to some extent the characteristic form of the wave-resistance curve.
It can readily be seen that with increasing speed and therefore with increasing wave length, the crests of the bow wave system will alternately reinforce and dampen those of the stern and shoulder wave systems . Similarly, combinations of these systems will change with changing speed . These reinforcing and damping effects of the wave systems account for the
The hump in the resistance coefficient curve occurring at F = 0.5 is here denoted as the "first" hump, at F = 0.3 as the "second" hump, etc. (see Figure 3) 
